A step by step guide to our process
Onepost is in the business of making Kiwi businesses just like yours look awesome. We produce kick-ass
animated video content that highlights the best bit of your business and sets you apart from the pack.
We take your needs seriously but like to have a bit of fun along the way. The result is a cool animated
video that you can use on your website, share on social media - heck, you can even send it to your nana
if you think she’ll get a kick out of it.

01

KICK-OFF
First up, we chat about what you want
and if we can do it (spoiler alert: we can).
Next, we partner you with an awesome
copywriter who’ll get started on your
script and an account manager who’ll
make sure everything runs smoothly.
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SCRIPTING
Depending on the scale of your project,
scripting usually takes 3-5 days. Your
copywriter will develop a script that ticks
all your boxes and liaise with you directly
until you’re happy with the story they’ve
created.

03

CONCEPT DESIGN
Before we get cracking on illustration,
we give you a ‘sneak peek’ so you can
tell us what you like and what you don’t.
Concept design usually takes 1-2 days
and we use this time to make sure we
nail the look and feel you’re going for
before we get started on the real thing.

04

ILLUSTRATION
A storyboard is an animated video from
beginning to end, just on paper. It usually
takes about a week to pull your storyboard
together. When you’ve approved it, there’s
no surprises when we get to animation.

05

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Most animated videos need a professional
voiceover, and some need music to be
produced especially. Sound a bit scary?
Don’t worry: we handle it all.

06

ANIMATION
Now’s the fun part! Our animators work
their magic to turn your paper storyboard
into a walking and talking animated video.
You’ll receive regular updates along the
way plus low-res MP4 video files that you
can watch to provide feedback and
approve the video. In most cases this
takes about a week to complete.
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07

MOV

OUTPUTTING
Once we’ve added the finishing touches, it’s
time for everyone’s favourite bit - the big
reveal! We’ll send you a high-resolution file
which you can upload to the WWW, plus a
low-res version that’s good for presentations
and email campaigns. If you need any other
formats, we’ll whip them up quicker than you
can say h… See? We’re speedy as.

How long?
When we ask clients when they’d like their video completed by, they often say, “Um, how about
tomorrow?” We need to be straight up: we need a smidgen more warning than that. Here’s a typical
timeline for a standard 90-second explainer video:
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